IMCA EXPORT CONTROL POLICY

As our members will be aware, there are a range of export controls and restrictions which affect business and trade with many countries of the world.

In the UK, the control of strategic goods and technology is undertaken by the Export Control Organisation. An export involves the transfer of an item outside the United Kingdom, but also includes arranging or being involved in the transfer of goods between two overseas countries. The downloading of IMCA’s materials may therefore constitute an export. Export controls apply to “Controlled Items” which includes:

- Controls on the export of ‘military’ goods, software, related technology and services
- Controls on the export of ‘dual-use’ goods, software and related technology
- Goods specifically listed on the UK Strategic Export Control Lists - for further information please see https://www.gov.uk/guidance/uk-strategic-export-control-lists-the-consolidated-list-of-strategic-military-and-dual-use-items
- End-use controls which apply to goods that are not specifically listed on the control lists but where they could be used in the development of weapons of mass destruction
- Other items to destination countries that are subject to embargoes or sanctions including, by way of example, regulation (EU) No 833/2014, which is directed at Russia - for further information please see https://www.gov.uk/guidance/sanctions-embargoes-and-restrictions

(individually and collectively the “Export Controls”).

It is IMCA’s policy to comply with all applicable Export Controls. It also requires members downloading its materials to confirm that they will not use any IMCA document in breach of Export Controls.